Past-year self-reported collision involvement was examined in three groups (no DUIA or DUIC, either DUIA or DUIC, both DUIA and DUIC). All analyses are based on the weighted sample size, using STATA software. The association between collision involvement and independent variables was first examined using Chi-square analyses. Logistic regression analysis estimates the correlation between reporting neither DUIA nor DUIC, and reporting both DUIA and DUIC, on collision risk while controlling for demographic characteristics that significantly affected collision risk.
Significant differences in the prevalence of self-reported collision involvement by driving after substance use were found ( Figure 1 ). Drivers reporting neither DUIA nor DUIC (91.3% of the sample) had the lowest prevalence of collisions (6.7%). Those reporting either DUIA or DUIC (7.7% of the sample) reported a significantly higher prevalence of collision involvement of 9.6% (p<0.01). The highest likelihood of collision involvement (30.5%, p<0.01) was found among drivers reporting both behaviours (0.9% of the sample). Logistic regression analysis revealed that, after controlling for demographic factors, drivers reporting neither DUIA nor DUIC were significantly less likely to experience a collision than those who reported one of these behaviours (OR = 0.74, 95% CI 0.56-0.98, p<0.05) (see Table 1 ). People who reported both DUIA and DUIC had the highest collision risk, with over three times greater odds of collision involvement than those who reported only DUIA or DUIC (OR = 3.65, 95% CI 2.12-6.28, p<0.001).
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